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Motivation
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✤ Applications:  
any ML system with user data 
servers, devices, sensors, hospitals, ...
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AI utility, control and privacy
aligned with data ownership

✤ Advantages: 
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Required Building Blocks

✤ Efficiency: Communication & Compute 
on-device learning, Edge AI 
peer-to-peer communication 

✤ Privacy 
data locality, leakage?, attacks?

✤ Robustness & Incentives 
tolerate bad players, reward collaboration



Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)

device

⚙
xt+1 := xt − γt ∇fit(xt)

min
x

f(x) = 1
|data | ∑

i ∈ data

fi(x)

it ∼ Uniform(1, |data | )



Communication Efficiency

A compressed version 
of model updates?

✤ quantization (e.g. 1-bit SGD) 
✤ top k=1% of all the entries
✤ rank-1 approximation

Examples: Communication 
Reduction
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Figure 1: Compression schemes compared in this paper. Implementation details are in Appendix E.

and generalization for compression schemes (Karimireddy et al., 2019). This can enable general35

biased gradient compression schemes to reach the target test accuracy.36

Thirdly, there is growing evidence that the generalization ability of modern over-parameterized37

deep learning models is related to low-rankedness (Arora et al., 2018; Martin & Mahoney, 2018;38

Collins et al., 2018). Using a low-rank update (as we do) can be viewed as implicitly performing39

spectral regularization (Gunasekar et al., 2018) and hence can be expected to have good generalization40

properties (Yoshida & Miyato, 2017). Further, Wang et al. (2018) show that the eigenspectrum of the41

stochastic gradients for deep learning models decays, suggesting that a rank-based schemes can get42

away with aggressive compression without sacrificing convergence.43

In this work, we design POWERSGD with the above observations in mind. POWERSGD computes a44

low-rank approximation of the gradient using a generalized power iteration (also known as subspace45

iteration (Stewart & Miller, 1975)). The approximation is computationally light-weight, avoiding46

any prohibitively expensive Singular Value Decomposition. Using all-reduce gradient aggregation,47

we empirically demonstrate that POWERSGD achieves wall-clock speedups over regular SGD in a48

16-GPU setting, even with the optimized NCCL communication backend on a fast network (and is49

the only algorithm to do so.) We reduce the net communication time (gradient exchange including50

the coding and decoding) by 54% for RESNET18 on CIFAR10 and by 90% for language modeling51

using an LSTM on WIKITEXT-2. Training time to full test quality is reduced by 24% for RESNET1852

and by 55% for the LSTM.53

2 Related work54

Gradient compression A number of recent works have proposed different compression schemes:55

Alistarh et al. (2017) and Wen et al. (2017) quantize each coordinate of the gradient; Seide et al.56

(2014); Carlson et al. (2015); Bernstein et al. (2018, 2019) and Karimireddy et al. (2019) replace57

each coordinate of the gradient with its sign; Lin et al. (2018); Stich et al. (2018) and Wangni et al.58

(2018) use the largest few coordinates; and Konečnỳ et al. (2016) and Wang et al. (2018) use a low-59

rank approximation. See Figure 1 for an illustration. The latter three methods—specifically signed60

compression with majority vote (called Signum) from Bernstein et al. (2019), the top coordinates61

(top-K) from Lin et al. (2018); Stich et al. (2018), and low-rank approximation (Spectral Atomo) from62

Wang et al. (2018)—were shown to converge faster (in terms of number of bits communicated) than63

the former quantization-based approaches (QSGD) of Alistarh et al. (2017). Perhaps the work closest64

to ours is Spectral Atomo by Wang et al. (2018). Spectral Atomo performs importance sampling of the65

gradient’s singular vectors and is an unbiased compression scheme. It requires, however, performing66

a full Singular Value Decomposition every iteration and is hence computationally impractical.67

Error feedback First introduced in (Seide et al., 2014) and analyzed in (Stich et al., 2018) for the68

convex case, error feedback involves computing the difference between a worker’s gradient and the69

compressed gradient (i.e. error) and adding it back to the next gradient (feedback). Karimireddy et al.70

(2019) analyze the non-convex case and show that error feedback is crucial both for convergence and71

generalization when using biased compressors (e.g. sign or top-K). The practical algorithm proposed72

by Lin et al. (2018) can also viewed as an approximate top-K compressor with error feedback. In73

general, biased compression schemes equipped with error feedback tend to out-perform their unbiased74

counterparts.75

Low-rank learning Recent works argue that in modern over-parameterized deep networks, the final76

model learnt has a ‘low stable-rank’ (Martin & Mahoney, 2018; Li et al., 2018). This can partially77
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SGD fails with naive/biased compressorss

min
x∈ℝ2

|x1 + x2 | + 2 |x1 − x2 |



Error Feedback

PowerSGD: Practical Low-Rank Gradient
Compression for Distributed Optimization

Rapid Low-rank Approximation
PowerSGD sees a layer’s gradient as a matrix. It approxi‐
mates this matrix as the product of two narrow matrices by
using one step of power iteration.

This approximation is coarse, but only
involves two multiplications of the gradient
matrix and a very narrow one, followed by an
orthogonalization of the output. This is much
faster than an SVD.

PowerSGD converges, even with this coarse approximation.
This is mainly due to the error feedback mechanism.
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Error Feedback
Even though PowerSGD compression is biased
and of low quality, the algorithm can converge
in a similar number of steps as full-precision
SGD. This is thanks to error feedback [Seide et
al. 2014, Stich et al. 2018, Karimireddy et al.
2019].

All-reduce Communication

Code
Download the code at github.com/epfml/powersgd.

In normal, uncompressed, SGD, the workers average their
gradients after each iteration. This average
can be computed efficiently with hierarchical
all-reduce communication.

Unfortunately, compressed algorithms
cannot hierarchically aggregate their
compressed gradients. Therefore, these algorithms resort to
less scalable all-to-all communication or a parameter server.

The power iteration step of PowerSGD, effectively multiplies
the average gradient matrix across workers with the same
narrow matrix (right). Due to linearity, this operation is
equivalent to averaging the small output matrices (left).

Because all communication in PowerSGD is just an average
operation, it enjoys all the benefits of all-reduce.

Scalability
Due to its fast compression algorithm and strong reduction
in communication (around 100x in our experiments), Pow‐
erSGD scales well on slow backends, but can still improve
over SGD when using Nvidia’s highly optimized NCCL.

ResNet-18 on Cifar-10

1 2 4 8 16Workers 1 2 4 8 16Workers

GLOO (Slow backend) NCCL (Fast backend)
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4x
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PowerSGD PowerSGD

Signum

SGD

SGD
Signum

Plug&Play
In our experiments, PowerSGD can be used plug-and-play
with an existing optimizer without re-tuning the optimizer’s
hyperparameters. With a high enough compression rank,
PowerSGD can achieve the same test accuracy as uncom‐
pressed, full-precision SGD while enjoying reductions in
communication of more than 100x.

Thĳs Vogels Sai Praneeth Karimireddy Martin Jaggi

Lossy Gradient Compression
In distributed training, workers typically exchange their mini-
batch gradients at every iteration. These gradients can be
100’s of megabytes large, so this communication limits the
scalability of distributed optimization.

Lossy compression of gradients before sharing them across
workers is a popular approach to mitigate this problem.

Seed
Worker’s gradientsOutputs

compressed
gradient

error

gradient

compressed
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Error Feedback: Convergence Rate

Error Feedback Fixes SignSGD

Counterexample 3. For x 2 R2 consider the following
least-squares problem with x? = (0, 0)>:

min
x2R2

⇥
f(x) := (ha1,xi)

2 + (ha2,xi)
2
⇤
, where

a1,2 := ±(1,�1) + ✏(1, 1) ,

for parameter 0 < ✏ < 1 and stochastic gradient g(x) =
rx(ha1,xi)2 with prob. 1

2 and g(x) = rx(ha2,xi)2 with
prob. 1

2 . The stochastic gradient is then either ea1 or ea2
for some scalar e. Exactly as in the non-smooth case, for
x0 = (1, 1)>, the sign of the gradient sign(g) = ±(1,�1).
Hence SIGNSGD with any step-size sequence remains stuck
along the line x1 + x2 = 2 and f(xt) � f(x0) a.s.

We can generalize the above counter-example to arbitrary
dimensions and loss functions.

Theorem I. Suppose that scalar loss functions {li : R !

R}ni=1 and data-points {ai}ni=1 2 Rd for d � 2 satisfy:
i) f(x) :=

Pn
i=1 li(hai,xi) has a unique optimum at x?,

and ii) there exists s 2 {�1, 1}d such that sign(ai) = ±s
for all i. Then SIGNSGD with batch-size 1 and stochas-
tic gradients g(x) = rxli(hai,xi) for i chosen uniformly
at random does not converge to x? a.s. for any adaptive
sequence of step-sizes, even with random initialization.

4. Convergence of Compressed Methods

We show the rather surprising result that incorporating error-
feedback is sufficient to ensure that the algorithm converges
at a rate which matches that of SGD. In this section we
consider a general gradient compression scheme.

Algorithm 2 EF-SGD (Compr. SGD with Error-Feedback)

1: Input: learning rate �, compressor C(·), x0 2 Rd

2: Initialize: e0 = 0 2 Rd

3: for t = 0, . . . , T � 1 do

4: gt := stochasticGradient(xt)
5: pt := �gt + et . error correction
6: �t := C(pt) . compression
7: xt+1 := xt ��t . update iterate
8: et+1 := pt ��t . update residual error
9: end for

We generalize the notion of a compressor from (Stich et al.,
2018).

Assumption A (Compressor). An operator C : Rd
! Rd

is a �-approximate compressor over Q for � 2 (0, 1] if

kC(x)� xk22  (1� �)kxk22, 8x 2 Q .

Note that � = 1 implies that C(x) = x. Examples of
compressors include: i) the sign operator, ii) top-k which
selects k coordinates with the largest absolute value while

zero-ing out the rest (Lin et al., 2018; Stich et al., 2018),
iii) k-PCA which approximates a matrix X with its top k
eigenvectors (Wang et al., 2018). Randomized compressors
satisfying the assumption in expectation are also allowed.

We now state a key lemma that shows that the residual errors
maintained in Algorithm 2 do not accumulate too much.

Lemma 3 (Error is bounded). Assume that E[kgtk
2]  �2

for all t � 0. Then at any iteration t of EF-SGD, the norm
of the error et in Algorithm 2 is bounded:

Eketk22 
4(1� �)�2�2

�2
, 8t � 0 .

If � = 1, then ketk = 0 and the error is zero as expected.

We employ standard assumptions of smoothness of the loss
function and the variance of the stochastic gradient.

Assumption B (Smoothness). A function f : Rd
! R is

L-smooth if for all x, y 2 Rd the following holds:

|f(y)� (f(x) + hrf(x),y � xi)| 
L

2
ky � xk22 .

Assumption C (Moment bound). For any x, our query for
a stochastic gradient returns g such that

E[g] = rf(x) and Ekgk22  �2 .

Given these assumptions, we can formally state our theorem
followed by a sketch of the proof.

Theorem II (Non-convex convergence of EF-SGD). Let
{xt}t�0 denote the iterates of Algorithm 2 for any step-size
� > 0. Under Assumptions A, B, and C,

min
t2[T ]

E[krf(xt)k
2] 

2f0
�(T + 1)

+
�L�2

2
+
4�2L2�2(1� �)

�2
,

with f0 := f(x0)� f?.

Proof Sketch. Intuitively, the condition that C(·) is a �-
approximate compressor implies that at each iteration a
�-fraction of the gradient information is sent. The rest is
added to et to be transmitted later. Eventually, all the gradi-
ent information is transmitted—albeit with a delay which
depends on �. Thus EF-SGD can intuitively be viewed as
a delayed gradient method. If the function is smooth, the
gradient does not change quickly and so the delay does not
significantly matter.

More formally, consider the error-corrected sequence x̃t

which represents xt with the ‘delayed’ information added:

x̃t := xt � et .

It satisfies the recurrence

x̃t+1 = xt � et+1 � C(pt) = xt � pt = x̃t � �gt .

: compression ratioδ

SGD on smooth non-convex objectives (w/central coordinator)

Error Feedback Fixes SignSGD and other Gradient Compression Schemes 

𝔼∥∇f(xt)∥2 ≤ 𝒪( 1

nT
+

1
δ2T )
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Figure 1: Compression schemes compared in this paper. Implementation details are in Appendix E.

and generalization for compression schemes (Karimireddy et al., 2019). This can enable general35

biased gradient compression schemes to reach the target test accuracy.36

Thirdly, there is growing evidence that the generalization ability of modern over-parameterized37

deep learning models is related to low-rankedness (Arora et al., 2018; Martin & Mahoney, 2018;38

Collins et al., 2018). Using a low-rank update (as we do) can be viewed as implicitly performing39

spectral regularization (Gunasekar et al., 2018) and hence can be expected to have good generalization40

properties (Yoshida & Miyato, 2017). Further, Wang et al. (2018) show that the eigenspectrum of the41

stochastic gradients for deep learning models decays, suggesting that a rank-based schemes can get42

away with aggressive compression without sacrificing convergence.43

In this work, we design POWERSGD with the above observations in mind. POWERSGD computes a44

low-rank approximation of the gradient using a generalized power iteration (also known as subspace45

iteration (Stewart & Miller, 1975)). The approximation is computationally light-weight, avoiding46

any prohibitively expensive Singular Value Decomposition. Using all-reduce gradient aggregation,47

we empirically demonstrate that POWERSGD achieves wall-clock speedups over regular SGD in a48

16-GPU setting, even with the optimized NCCL communication backend on a fast network (and is49

the only algorithm to do so.) We reduce the net communication time (gradient exchange including50

the coding and decoding) by 54% for RESNET18 on CIFAR10 and by 90% for language modeling51

using an LSTM on WIKITEXT-2. Training time to full test quality is reduced by 24% for RESNET1852

and by 55% for the LSTM.53

2 Related work54

Gradient compression A number of recent works have proposed different compression schemes:55

Alistarh et al. (2017) and Wen et al. (2017) quantize each coordinate of the gradient; Seide et al.56

(2014); Carlson et al. (2015); Bernstein et al. (2018, 2019) and Karimireddy et al. (2019) replace57

each coordinate of the gradient with its sign; Lin et al. (2018); Stich et al. (2018) and Wangni et al.58

(2018) use the largest few coordinates; and Konečnỳ et al. (2016) and Wang et al. (2018) use a low-59

rank approximation. See Figure 1 for an illustration. The latter three methods—specifically signed60

compression with majority vote (called Signum) from Bernstein et al. (2019), the top coordinates61

(top-K) from Lin et al. (2018); Stich et al. (2018), and low-rank approximation (Spectral Atomo) from62

Wang et al. (2018)—were shown to converge faster (in terms of number of bits communicated) than63

the former quantization-based approaches (QSGD) of Alistarh et al. (2017). Perhaps the work closest64

to ours is Spectral Atomo by Wang et al. (2018). Spectral Atomo performs importance sampling of the65

gradient’s singular vectors and is an unbiased compression scheme. It requires, however, performing66

a full Singular Value Decomposition every iteration and is hence computationally impractical.67

Error feedback First introduced in (Seide et al., 2014) and analyzed in (Stich et al., 2018) for the68

convex case, error feedback involves computing the difference between a worker’s gradient and the69

compressed gradient (i.e. error) and adding it back to the next gradient (feedback). Karimireddy et al.70

(2019) analyze the non-convex case and show that error feedback is crucial both for convergence and71

generalization when using biased compressors (e.g. sign or top-K). The practical algorithm proposed72

by Lin et al. (2018) can also viewed as an approximate top-K compressor with error feedback. In73

general, biased compression schemes equipped with error feedback tend to out-perform their unbiased74

counterparts.75

Low-rank learning Recent works argue that in modern over-parameterized deep networks, the final76

model learnt has a ‘low stable-rank’ (Martin & Mahoney, 2018; Li et al., 2018). This can partially77
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PowerSGD for NN training
Table 4: Comparing different compression operators for Error-feedback SGD in a unified setting;
running 300 epochs of Error-feedback SGD with Momentum (Algorithm 2) with a learning rate
tuned for full-precision SGD on 16 GPUs for CIFAR10. Note that the variations of POWERSGD
with ranks 2 and 7 strikes the best balance between the achieved test accuracy and time per batch
(cumulative time for forward, backward, compression, decompression, and gradient aggregation).

Test accuracy Sent/epoch All-reduce Time/batch

No compression 94.3% 1023 MB 3 312 ms

Medium Rank 7 94.6% 24 MB 3 285 ms
Random Block 93.3% 24 MB 3 243 ms
Random K 94.0% 24 MB 3 540 ms
Sign+Norm 93.9% 32 MB 7 429 ms
Top K 94.4% 32 MB 7 444 ms

High Rank 2 94.4% 8 MB 3 239 ms
Random Block 87.8% 8 MB 3 240 ms
Random K 92.6% 8 MB 3 534 ms
Top K 93.6% 8 MB 7 411 ms

5 Results167

Default experimental setting

Dataset CIFAR10
Architecture RESNET18

Number of workers 16
Backend NCCL (fastest in PYTORCH)
Batch size 128 ⇥ number of workers

Momentum 0.9
Learning rate Tuned for 16 workers — 0.1 ⇥

16 for SGD. Scaled linearly by the
number of workers

LR decay /10 at epoch 150 and 250
LR warmup Linearly within 5 epochs, starting

from the single-worker LR
# Epochs 300
Weight decay 10�4,

0 for BatchNorm parameters

Repetitions 3, with varying seeds
Error bars min — max

This section demonstrates the practicality of POW-168

ERSGD for distributed optimization of deep neural169

networks. We show that the compression scheme of170

POWERSGD i) is fast and matches test performance171

of SGD, ii) scales well with increasing workers even172

with a sub-optimal communication backend, and iii)173

significantly reduces training time for larger models.174

Most of the analysis is performed on CIFAR10, in175

the setting described in the table on the right. We176

verify the generality of POWERSGD by an additional177

evaluation of an LSTM for language modeling on178

WIKITEXT-2. We use 16 GPUs on 8 machines, con-179

nected through a fast (10Gbit/s) network. To obtain180

meaningful timings, we have aimed to optimize all181

compared optimizers to a similar level. We provide a182

list of our performance optimizations in Appendix F. Throughout these results, we tune the learning183

rate for full-precision SGD, and use the same parameters for POWERSGD and other compression184

algorithms that use error feedback with momentum. Learning rates for the compared-to Spectral185

Atomo (Wang et al., 2018) and Signum (Bernstein et al., 2019) were separately tuned cf. Appendix G.186

5.1 Comparison with other compressors187

Error feedback in compressed optimization enables the use of a multitude of compression schemes,188

including biased ones. The potential compression operators illustrated in Figure 1 are compared in189

Table 4. We evaluate compressors based on the test accuracy achieved and the total time taken to190

process one mini-batch. The former is a holistic measure of the accuracy of the compression operator,191

and the latter is the net time required for a forward pass, backward pass, gradient compression and192

decompression and gradient communication. We study two compression regimes—medium and high.193

At around 32⇥ compression, achieved by sign-based methods, all compression schemes (other than194

Random Block) achieve test accuracy close to full-precision SGD. This implies that all schemes in this195

regime (other than Random Block) obtain a good-enough compression quality. At high compression196

(128⇥), POWERSGD particularly stands out as the only method to achieve the target test accuracy.197

In both the medium and high compression settings, the only schemes to be faster than full-precision198

SGD are POWERSGD and Random Block. Note that both are simple linear schemes and hence199

support all-reduce. While Random K also supports all-reduce, the overhead for random memory200

access during both the compression and decompression stages is substantial, making it slower overall201

6
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PowerSGD

✤ non-i.i.d. data

✤ suitable for all-reduce

(a) Gather (b) Reduce

An important benefit of the POWERSGD’s linearity110

is that it can be implemented using the all-reduce111

protocol as opposed to needing a gather operation.112

To illustrate the difference, suppose that we want to113

compute the sum of W matrices
PW

i=1 Mi for W = 4.114

The all-reduce method uses associativity of addition to115

rewrite the computation as (M1 +M2) + (M3 +M4).116

This enables a divide-and-conquer approach and allows the summation task to be split over multiple117

workers, as illustrated on the right. With W workers, both the computation and the communication118

time scale as O(logW ) for all-reduce, compared to O(W ) for all-gather.119

Error-feedback SGD Since the POWERSGD scheme is biased (i.e. compressing and decompress-120

ing a random gradient does not yield the original in expectation), we use error feedback (Seide et al.,121

2014; Karimireddy et al., 2019). Our version of error feedback (Algorithm 2) extends the original by122

introducing post-compression momentum. This simple extension allows us to reuse the same learning123

rate and hyper-parameters as those tuned for SGD with momentum.124

Algorithm 2 Distributed Error-feedback SGD with Momentum
1: hyperparameters: learning rate �, momentum parameter �
2: initialize model parameters x 2 Rd, momentum m 0 2 Rd, replicated across workers
3: at each worker w = 1, . . . ,W do

4: initialize memory ew  0 2 Rd

5: for each iterate t = 0, . . . do

6: Compute a stochastic gradient gw 2 Rd.
7: �w  gw + ew . Incorporate error-feedback into update
8: C(�w) COMPRESS(�w)
9: ew  �w � DECOMPRESS(C(�w)) . Memorize local errors

10: C(�)  AGGREGATE(C(�1), . . . , C(�W )) . Exchange gradients
11: �0

 DECOMPRESS(C(�)) . Reconstruct an update 2 Rd

12: m  �m + �0

13: x  x� � (�0 + m)
14: end for

15: end at

4 Analysis of POWERSGD125

In this section, we consider different aspects of POWERSGD in isolation and hope to empirically126

understand: i) the effect of using error feedback, ii) the effect of ‘warm-start’, and iii) the trade-off127

between test accuracy and compression rate with varying approximation rank.128

4.1 Effect of error feedback129

Using error-feedback SGD as a base algorithm for POWERSGD has two advantages. First, it enables130

our use of a biased compressor. Secondly, EF-SGD improves convergence and obtains better test131

accuracy (Karimireddy et al., 2019).132

To illustrate the improved test accuracy, we compare POWERSGD—a biased compressor with error133

feedback—against an unbiased low-rank approximation. To approximate a matrix M 2 Rn⇥m, the134

unbiased rank-r approximator samples a random matrix U 2 Rm⇥r such that E[UU
>] = Im and135

outputs (MU,U) as the low-rank approximation. This scheme is unbiased since136

E[(MU)U>] = M E[UU
>] = MI = M .

Note that POWERSGD is the natural biased counterpart of this unbiased scheme. Table 1 clearly137

demonstrates that using a biased approximator with error feedback outperforms an unbiased operator.138

Test accuracy is computed after 300 epochs on CIFAR10 with a RESNET18.139

4

lazy compression: power iteration is a linear operation!



Model Compression with Error Feedback

Prune most weights (set to zero)

set to limited precision

interactive while training

Dynamic Model Pruning with Feedback 
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✤ linear speedup in the number of workers
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Resnet50 on ImageNet-1k  
Ring of 8 nodes, each has 4 P100 GPUs

time

DL in Datacenter
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✤ First consensus algorithm that converges linearly 
with arbitrary compression

✤ First decentralized SGD algorithm that converges 
with arbitrary compression

✤ Practical performance

Conclusions - Choco



✤ Efficiency: Communication & Compute 
on-device learning, Edge AI 
peer-to-peer communication 

✤ Privacy 
data locality, leakage?, attacks?

✤ Robustness & Incentives 
tolerate bad players, reward collaboration

Building Blocks for Decentralized ML



Open Source Project:  

MLbench - Distributed 
Machine Learning Benchmark

Public and reproducible reference 
implementations and benchmarks 
for distributed machine learning  
algorithms, frameworks and systems. 
 
mlbench.github.io

https://mlbench.github.io
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✤ finite sum objective

Optimization: Assumptions

min
x∈ℝd [f(x) :=

1
n

n

∑
i=1

fi(x)] , fi := Eξi∼Di[Fi(x, ξi)], ∀i ∈ [n]

✤ smoothness of each  

✤ bounded variance (and 2nd moment) per worker

fi

Eξi
∥∇Fi(x, ξi) − ∇fi(x)∥2 ≤ σ2

i , Eξi
∥∇Fi(x, ξi)∥2 ≤ G2 , ∀x ∈ ℝd, i ∈ [n]


